
Student-created 
Comics 

as a Narrative



Challenge 1: Alignment to 
National Standards





College and Career 
Readiness Anchor 

Standards for Writing

3.Write narratives to develop real or  
imagined experiences or events 
using effective technique, well-
chosen details, and well-structured 
event sequences

a. Engage and orient the reader by 
setting out a problem, situation, 
or observation and its 
significance, establishing one or 
multiple point(s) of view, and 
introducing a narrator and/or 
characters; create a smooth 
progression of experiences or 
events.



College and Career Readiness 
Anchor Standards for Writing

3.Write narratives to develop 
real or  imagined experiences 
or events using effective 
technique, well-chosen details, 
and well-structured event 
sequences

b. Use narrative techniques, 
such as dialogue, pacing, 
description, reflection, and 
multiple plot lines, to 
develop experiences, 
events, and/or characters.



College and Career Readiness 
Anchor Standards for Writing

3.Write narratives to develop 
real or  imagined experiences 
or events using effective 
technique, well-chosen details, 
and well-structured event 
sequences

d. Use precise words and 
phrases, telling details, and 
sensory language to convey 
a vivid picture of the 
experiences, events, 
setting, and/or characters.



College and Career Readiness 
Anchor Standards for Writing

3.Write narratives to develop 
real or  imagined experiences 
or events using effective 
technique, well-chosen details, 
and well-structured event 
sequences

e. Provide a conclusion that 
follows from and reflects on 
what is experienced, 
observed, or resolved over 
the course of the narrative.



Challenge 2: Building 
Students’ Confidence

James Sturm
Andrew Arnold 
Alexis Frederick-
Frost





Prompt:

• Create a comic about the high-school 

experience.



Requirements:

1-∞ panels
no empty panels

penciled, inked, & scanned
professional look and quality











Challenge 3: Assessment





Murphy’s Comic Unit

Originally presented at

San Diego Comic-Con International 2016







PART I: WRITING

• Step 01–The Pitch

• Step 02–The Brainstorm

• Step 03–Rewrite

• Step 04–Show and Tell



PART II: DRAWING

• Step 01–Character Design and Model 

Sheets

• Step 02–Layout and Blocking

• Step 03–Pencils

• Step 04–Ink

• Step 05–Color and Finalize



Step 01–The Pitch

• Pitch me your story. 

• It should be a paragraph that describes 

the plot, characters, and location for your 

story. 

• Be sure to have a plot, characters, and a 

point.

• Pitch_____/30



Step 02–The Brainstorm

• Brainstorm your ideas for no less than ten 

minutes of continuous writing. 

• Brainstorm_____/20



Step 03–Rewrite

• Write out your story into a more organized 

prose form. Emphasize action and 

dialogue. 

• Go back and draw a box around ideas to 

group them into chucks that will become 

panels. 

• Rewrite_____/20



Step 04–Show and Tell

• Draw a line down the middle of a paper. On the left side 
write “show” and on the right side write “tell.” 

• On the show side, describe the action you will draw. 

• On the tell side, write out in script form any dialogue that 
will be written down, including the narrator. 

• After each panel, draw a horizontal line and start on the 
next panel. Put the title and credits at the beginning (or 
the end).

• Show and Tell_____/30





Step 01–Character Design 

and Model Sheets
• Step 01–Character Design and Model 

Sheets

• Do a study of all your main characters. 

• Practice drawing their face by doing five 

different emotional states. 

• Character Sketch_____/20





Step 02–Layout and Blocking

• To paraphrase Bob Ross, big decisions need to 
be made here. 

• This will be a rough sketch that shows what you 
are going to pencil in the next step. Characters 
should only be blocked in using basic shapes. 

• The idea is to make sure you have things 
planned out well in advance before mistakes 
mean starting over.

• Layout and Blocking_____/20





Step 03–Pencils

• Using your layout and Show and Tell script 

as guides, begin putting things down. 

• Start with light lines, making sure you can 

fit characters, environment, dialogue, and 

narration into the panel 

• Pencils_____/30



Step 04–Ink

• This step is to finalize your line work to 

give a crisp edge to your art and words. 

Erase any errant pencil marks.

• Ink_____/20



Step 05–Color and Finalize

• If you want to color your comic, you can do 

so digitally or old school. 

• If you want it to remain black and white, 

that is acceptable also. 

• Color and Finalize_____/10



Final Grading

• Writing_____/100

• Drawing_____/100

• Total Points_____/200



Essential Books



Scott McCloud

Understanding Comics

• Scott is the Noam 

Chomsky of the 

comics industry



Will Eisner 

Comics and Sequential Art

• Will was on the 

ground floor in 

inventing the modern 

comic book and the 

graphic novel



James Sturm, Andrew Arnold, and Alexis Frederick-Frost

Adventures in Cartooning



Murphy’s Student Examples



















The Nerd in the Classroom 

• on Facebook

• www.thenerdintheclassroom.com

http://mrbockholt3.weebly.com/ucte.html

All Information 

handouts from 

this presentation 

will be found at:


